
4GELA: Presentation about the work done for the project in the previous 

months 

The Erasmus Program has one main purpose: to build bridges and bring together  Schools from 

all over the globe in order for students and teachers to discuss subjects of high interest no matter 

the country and language.  

Between our last meeting which was in October in Regua AEJAC and now the team of Erasmus of 

our school has been getting more information on our current subject which is “School Mediation 

in Practice, Bullying and Cyberbullying inside schools and outside schools”. As soon as we came 

back from Regua we got concentrated on collecting, archiving, uploading and disseminating all 

the C3 4GELA stuff. In the meanwhile the good news arrived: Theophano’s article on active 

citizenship was meant to be elected and published in the EU platform SchoolEducationGateway 

on January 2022 under the general thematic period “Young citizens in action”. 

In the meanwhile Mrs. Aliki Giatra started training the new students of A class on School 

Mediation Peer-to-Peer. A few days later we started discussing about the C5 mobility issue. And 

we arrived in thinking about a role-play simulating a real bullying case in our school. And we 

started composing the storytelling taking for granted that this is a real incident. After composing 

the story we were up to video recording it and then the snowstorm situation visited us in South 

Europe, Athens, quite a new and unknown arrival, and the school was closed for almost 10 days 

with distance learning classes not always feasible because of the bad weather. When back finally, 

we started again preparing our stuff for the meeting which unfortunately was meant to take place 

virtually. 

In the meanwhile our school’s Principal arrived at an agreement with the local authorities on 

lodging at our school a School Mediation Training Center at which teachers of the local school 

society and beyond could apply for being trained and getting accreditation by special experts on 

school mediation peer-to-peer.  

We also prepared the mediation training classroom with a prize award due to Vaia’s digital skills 

who won the 1st digital poster prize in a local students’ contest on recycling /environmental crisis: 

an Interactive Whiteboard!  

Furthermore since we are jointed in a partnership/consortium with a local public school upper 
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secondary, “the Stroggylo, 1st General Lykeion of Saint Dimitrios”, which is also implementing an 

Erasmus+ plus project “Cyber Security in Schools” we were allowed to borrowing their google 

form contest for the best poster to be elected on demand as an experiential gaming activity 

among all partners and students of ours during the C5 online mobility. 
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